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Synopsis 

Flow irregularities have been visually observed in solutions of polyacrylamide of high molecular 
weight on shear in a cone-and-plate rheometry (gap angle 2.3O). This anomalous flow was found 
to depend on molecular weight, concentration, and solvent. The onset of flow irregularities were 
generally a t  shear rates < 5 sec-'. A dimensional analysis shows that the elastic component of the 
fluid is responsible for the anomalous flow. The onset of flow irregularities has been predicted from 
measurements of recoverable strain as a function of shear stress. 

INTRODUCTION 

Flow irregularities, often described as secondary flows or flow instabilities, 
in cone-and-plate geometries have been observed and analyzed for Newtonian 
and non-Newtonian fluids by numerous investigations.1-12 By calculating the 
material functions (viz., flow curves, recoverable strain, and first and second 
normal stress differences) for rheological properties, flow is assumed to be of a 
primary or laminary type. This assumption is applied to Newtonian and non- 
Newtonian fluids. 

Walters and Waters4 (see also reference 5) derived a theory for predicting the 
onset of secondary flow between a cone and plate for Newtonian fluids. Cheng6 
found reasonable agreement with this theory in tests on fluids such as n-hexane, 
water, and an aqueous 20% sucrose solution. For cone-and-plate geometries with 
gap angles from 1" to 4", experimental torque values begin to deviate from pre- 
dictions at a Reynolds number (Re )  as low as about 800, because of the onset of 
secondary flow. An independent numerical solution of the equation of motion 
for Newtonian fluids in a cone-and-plate geometry predicts the onset of secon- 
dary flow at a higher Re of about 1200.7 Turian has provided a fine perturbation 
solution for the steady Newtonian flow in cone-and-plate and parallel-plate 
systems.7a 

Irregularities in non-Newtonian flow were observed by Griffiths and Walters8 
for 1.5% aqueous solution of a polyacrylamide at  a gap angle of 30". The cone 
and plate were surrounded by the solution. Kocherov et aL9 found flow lines 
which they described as "spirals of Archimedes" for a polyethylene melt at gap 
angles of lO"40". Gleislelo found flow perturbations on the surface of a silicone 
oil. Giesekusll has indicated the possibility of secondary flows in rotational 
devices if the gap angle is smaller than 20" as a result of inertial effects. In 
general, for non-Newtonian fluids secondary flows have only been reported in 
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TABLE I 
Characterization of the PolyacrylamidC Used 

mu, (g/moIe) x 10-6a hl, ml/g mw/an 
1.33 335 2.5 
2.53 565 2.5 
4.70 930 2.5 

a [q] was measured in water a t  25°C. 

cone-and-plate geometries with gap angles above lo", consistent with specula- 
tion.12 Nonetheless, we have visually observed flow irregularities which seems 
to be vortices-in a cone-and-plate geometry a t  a gap angle of 2.3'. The onset 
of irregularities occurred a t  shear rates i. < 5 sec-l, as found for aqueous poly- 
acrylamide solutions over a specific concentration and molecular weight range. 
The purpose of this paper is to report this unusual flow behavior, show the cor- 
respondence of flow irregularities with material functions, and to analyze the 
conditions for onset of the flow irregularities. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The polyacrylamides 

lCH2-CHJn 

HzN-C=O 
I 

were prepared in solution with H202 as initiator in water or water plus methanol. 
The conversion was 620%. The so-called polyacrylamides were unbranched 
and free of initiator. Details for the polymerization have been described.l33l4 
Table I describes the polyacrylamides used in this study. 

Equation (1) was used to determine the molecular weight in waterlsa: 

[17] = 3.67 X lop3 Mu+o.81 ml/g (1) 

This equation appears to be more appropriate for our higher molecular weights 
than a prior expression.15b 

TABLE I1 
Inquired Aqueous Polyacrylamide Solutions in a Cone-and-Plate System at 23°C (8 = 5 cm, p = 

0.04) 
~~~ ~ _ _ _ _ _  

Vortices 
mu, (g/moIe) x 10-6 c ,  g/100 ml observed jcrltt  sec-' 

- 1.33 6 5  no 
2.53 1 no 
2.53 2 no 
2.53 4 yes 2.5 
2.53 5 yes 2.5 
2.53 6 yes 1.6 
4.70 1 no 
4.70 2 yes 4 
4.70a 2 yes 4 
4.7 5 became opaque 

- 
- 

- 

by 0.16 

a Plus surfactant. 
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Polyacrylamide solutions with concentrations from 1% to 6% were prepared 
in four different solvents: water, water plus surfactant (2 wt-% dodecylsodium 
sulfate), ethylene glycol, and formamide. Isopropanol, 2%, was added to the 
water solutions to prevent viscosity changes with time.13 

The Mechanical Spectrometer (Rheometrics Inc., Model RMS-7200) was used 
to determine the viscoelastic properties. The instrument allows operation in 
clockwise and counterclockwise directions, which is important for the determi- 
nation of reliable results for small values of torque and normal force. Speed is 
a continuous variable from 0.001 to 250 radhec. Details of this instrument are 
given elsewhere.16 All measurements were made at 23°C. 

Flow irregularities were observed visually in cone-and-plate geometries with 
radii of 5 and 2.5 cm, all at a gap angle of 2.3" (0.04 rad). The 5-cm radius allowed 
a more precise observation for the onset of flow irregularities. 

VISUAL OBSERVATIONS OF FLOW IRREGULARITIES 
Flow irregularities were observed visually in steady shear a t  the edge of con- 

ventional cone-and-plate geometries with a 2.3" gap. Figures l(a) to l(e) show 
photos of the flow irregularities in the cone and plate for an .aqueous polyacryl- 
amide solution. At  low shear rates, the visible air surface is smooth; but on in- 

Fig. 1. Photographs of a secondary flow (vortices) in an aqueous polyacrylamide solution a t  four 
shear rates in a cone-and-plate system. The cone is a t  the top. mu = 2.53 million, c = 4 wt-%, T 
= 23°C [O = 5 cm, B = 0.04 rad (2.3')]: 0 is radius. (a) y = 1.58 sec-'; (b) i. = 25 sec-'; (c) i. = 158 
sec-'; (d) 4 = 625 sec-'; (e) i. = 25 sec-l [enlargement of (b)]. 
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creasing the shear rate, flow irregularities become ever more pronounced. Figure 
l(e) is an enlargement of Figure l(b). The flow irregularities appear to be vor- 
tices. Up to 100 vortices can be observed at  one time, dependent on polyacryl- 
amide molecular weight, aqueous concentration, and shear rate. The vortices 
are seen to turn about their own axis at the same time they precess in the direction 
of shear. A t  a rate slower than cone rotation, the flow irregularities (vortices) 
are seen to jut out from the free air surface at the edge of the cone and plate. 
Vortex diameter is of the dimensions of the gap approaching 2 mm. 

Table I lists the polyacrylamide solutions that were treated. The critical shear 
rate for the visually observed onset of vortices was insensitive to polyacrylamide 
molecular weight and concentration see (Table 11). Vortices were seen up to the 
highest achievable shear rate, i/ x 1000 sec-l. 

For aqueous solutions of mu = 1.33 X lo6, vortices were not observed at any 
concentration and any shear conditions. For M ,  of 2.53 X lo6, no vortices were 
seen at 2% of polyacrylamide, but vortices were observed at  4%, 5%, and 6%. 
Similar results were found for solutions of z,, = 4.70 X lo6. At  5% the solution 
became opaque at  i/ = 0.158 sec-l, consistent with flow irregularities. The 
surface was irregular, resembling melt fracture. 

We also studied a solution to which a surfactant was added. We observed 
vortices here also, and the onset was a t  the same conditions as in an identical 
solution without surfactant. 

No vortices were observed at  all for formamide and ethylene glycol solvents 
over the same range of polyacrylamide molecular weights and concentrations 
(0.5%-2.0%) for the same range of shear rates and stresses. 

The visual observation of vortices is somewhat subjective and irreproducible. 
The shear rate for observation of vortices varies by about 20%, for example, at  
i/ = 2.5 sec-1. Decreasing or increasing the shear rate has no or little influence 
on the generation of vortices. They appear or disappear in a few seconds, and 
the condition becomes stable. 

RHEOLOGICAL CHARACTERIZATION 

On the assumption of primary laminar flow, the shear stresses were calculated 
from eq. (2): 

3T 
q 2  = - dynes/cm2 

z T r 3  

for a cone-and-plate geometry. The shear rate at  small angles, P is given by 

consequently, the apparent viscosity is 

poises II=- 
3TP 

2Tr3w (4) 

The flow curves for the polyacrylamide solutions are given in Figure 2. The 
arrows indicate the onset of the flow irregularities (vortices) above a critical shear 
rate Tcrit. The vortices were visually observed at  the free air surface at  the edge 
of the circular cone and plate. 

The flow curves are shown only for solutions for which flow irregularities were 
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Fig. 2. Flow curves from aqueous polyacrylamide solutions for different molecular weights and 
concentrations. Arrows indicate minimum shear rate for observation of vortices. 

observed. Note that smooth curves were obtained through the region for the 
onset of (vortices) flow irregularities. 

Figure 3 is a plot of first normal stress difference, u11- a22, versus shear rate. 
The plots were calculated from geometry by eq. (5):  

Neither average shear stress nor normal force shows a significant change in the 
plot for conditions where vortices were visually observed. 

The time dependence of the shear stress u12 and the first normal stress dif- 
ference u11- a22 are seen in Figure 4. The onset of vortices was determined by 
eye at +crit N 2.5 sec-l for this solution. We see the unsteady behavior for con- 

I K) loo K 

Fig. 3. First normal stress difference for aqueous polyacrylamide solutions as a function from 
shear rate. 
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Fig. 4. Time dependence of shear stress and first normal stress difference for aqueous polyac- 
rylarnide solutions at  two shear rates. 

ditions of vortices only in the first normal stress. The shear stress shows no in- 
fluence. For plotting the first normal stress difference versus shear rate for ir- 
regular values, an average was taken for plotting. A t  higher shear rates, the 
unsteady oscillation shear rate, the average of u11 - u22 is independent of time 
and shows no marked break from the curve at  lower shear rates (see Fig. 3). 

DISCUSSION 
Cone-and-plate rheometers are widely used to determine the viscoelastic 

properties of polymer systems. The common assumption is that the flow is 
laminar, which provides a direct solution for the equations of motion.17 Thus, 
a number of precautions must be followed to ensure the existence of laminar flow 
between a cone and a plate. First, the gap angle should be low, generally less 
than about 40.17 The most commonly used gap angles are indeed between 1' 
and 4". Adams and Lodge18 have shown that both the error in computed shear 
rate and the variation of shear rate across the gap will be less than 0.5% for this 
case. A theoretical explanation anticipating flow irregularities (secondary flow) 
for angles > 4 O  has been given.12 

Another important and common assumption for the validity of the equation 
for laminar flow is that edge and inertial effects are negligible. Recently, we have 
shown that inertial effects, even a t  small gap angles, can result in a significant 
error in the first normal stress difference.lg All first normal stresses in this paper 
are corrected for inertial effects. The maximum correction was about 150%; in 
one case, the nominal normal force was negative without corrections.lg 
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At sufficiently small shear rates and gap angles, laminar flow is indeed normally 
observed for steady shear flow between cone and plate. Nonetheless, we report 
here the observation of flow irregularities-in the form of vortices which appear 
at higher shear rates and might not be seen within a conventional air thermostat 
where visual observations are difficult or impossible. Figure 5 shows a schematic 
representation for the observed flow irregularities. The addition of a surfactant 
has no influence on the onset conditions for irregularities nor on the nature of 
the vortices observed (see Fig. 2). The surfactant can expand the polymer coil.2o 
This is consistent with the polymer solution plus surfactant having a higher 
viscosity than the same solution without surfactant. 

The primary flow is laminar, and the irregularities are considered a type of 
secondary flow which we see as vortices. The transition from laminar to the onset 
of secondary flow in Newtonian fluids can be defined by the Reynolds number, 
Re: 

= eD20p (6) 
inertial force 
viscous force 77 

The Re represents the ratio of inertial to viscous forces and, for the special case 
of a cone-and-plate geometry, is represented by Eq. (6). The Re is defined in 
terms of twice the maximum gap dimension ( 0 - p )  and twice the maximum linear 
velocity (D-a) .  Table I11 shows the calculated values of Re using the apparent 
viscosity and compares these results with the theories of Walters and  water^^,^ 
and of Fewell and Hellums? both of which work well for Newtonian fluids. Both 
theories predict a transition from laminar (primary) to turbulent (secondary) 
flow at shear rates about 1200 sec-I for Newtonian fluids calculated for our 

Re = 

e 

Fig. 5. Schematic representation of the visually observed vortices. 
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TABLE I11 
Calculated Reynolds Numbers6 for Onset Conditions for Vortices and at the Maximum of the 

Flow Curve (See Fig. 2) for Aqueous Polyacrylamide Solutions Between a Cone and Plate (0 = 5 
cm, p = 0.04) 

a" x 10-6 c, wt-% w ,  rad/seca 'la, poises Re 

2.53 6 o 0.063 280 0.0009 

2.53 5 0 0.1 165 0.002 

2.53 4 0 0.1 93 0.004 

4.7 2 o 0.16 39 0.016 

m 25.0 7.2 14 

m 3.5 3.7 38 

m 38.8 2.55 60 

m 40.0 0.92 172 

a o = Onset conditions; m = at the maximum of the flow curve. 

cone-and-plate system. These theories, however, do not predict the behavior 
observed for our polymer solutions. The transition region to secondary (irreg- 
ular) flow for our solutions is much lower, occurring above 1-5 sec-l. 

The kind of flow irregularity noted here seems to be connected with elastic 
behavior. We thus consider a hydrodynamic theory of viscoelastic flow based 
on constitutive concepts which gives Cauchy's law of motion:21,22 

D 
Dt 

p -  V =  -Up + C UM, + pf (7) 

The left term of the equation is a convective term and includes an expression 
of internal forces. The right side involves the pressure gradient, the viscous 
forces (including the deformation rate tensor) and the body forces (gravitational, 
magnetic, and electric fields, etc.). For a first-order fluid, using the incom- 
pressibility restriction, eq. (7) becomes 

These are the Navier-Stokes equations. Solution of these equations does not 
predict non-Newtonian viscosity nor normal stress. The only significant di- 
mensionless group arising from these equations is the Reynolds number. 

For a second-order fluid one obtains: 
D 
D t  

p - V = -Up + k1VV + kzVB2 + k,UB2 + pf (9) 

White21,22 derived eq. (9) for a second-order viscoelastic fluid by introducing the 
Stokes stream function and showed by this way of dimensionless analysis that 
there are three significant dimensionless groups. For the special case of cone- 
and-plate flow one gets the following form of two dimensionless groups, eq. (lo), 
beyond the Reynolds number of eq. (6): 

g11 - g22 

c12 
We = 

The Weissenberg number, We, and the recoverable shear strain, SR, differ by 
a factor of 2. 
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4-  

The recoverable strain, SR, is often used to predict the onset of melt frac- 
ture20-29 as first employed by B a g l e ~ ~ ~ 9 ~ 8  and later by White.21-24 Melt fracture 
is another type of secondary flow which differs from the irregularities observed 
here. A significant change in the flow curve commonly accompanies melt frac- 
ture, yet this is not the case for the elastic behavior which likely leads to the 
vortices observed here. 

Now we would like to test whether this method is suitable to predict the onset 
of flow irregularities in cone-and-plate geometry. The usual way is to plot SR 
versus shear stress. Figure 6 shows SR versus shear stress for our aqueous 
polyacrylamide solutions which exhibited vortices. The SR at first increases 
slowly with the shear stress. The first bend point corresponds well with the onset 
of vortices (see Table 111). Then, SR at higher shear stress increases more rapidly 
to a point for a second rate of change. These two bend points for rapid change 
correspond to two critical values of SR and of shear stress. For polymer melts, 
melt fracture is also indicated by a critical SR and shear stress.24 

Qualitatively, we have two regions of unstable flow. In the first region vortices 
occur, and in the second region a gross flow disruption appears. I t  may be ar- 
g ~ e d ~ ~ , ~ ~  that the development of vortices in the die entry region for capillary 
flow is also connected with a critical shear stress. A t  higher shear stresses it is 
found to be a grossly disrupted flow, i.e., melt fracture.23 It is important to note 
that in polyacrylamide solutions in which no vortices were observed a critical 
SR and shear stress is found (Fig. 7). 

Figures 2 and 3 show the onset of visually observed vortices at low shear rates 
and stresses. Table IV compares values of shear rates given at the first critical 
point in Figure 6.and the shear rates for the onset of vortices that were visually 
observed. This suggests that one can determine the onset of vortices in a 
cone-and-plate system by plotting SR versus ( ~ 1 2 .  

The onset of a grossly disrupted flow occurs, by using the same method (SR 
versus u12), at  shear rates 2100 sec-l. 

2,53 43.6 

23 O C  

with surfoctont 

-25 

-2 

4.5 

-I 

0.5 

0' I I " '10 
10 10' loi lo4 

Qit [%I 
Fig. 6. Recoverable strain as a function of shear stress for aqueous polyacrylamide solutions with 

different and several concentrations. Vortices are observed. 
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Fig. 7. Recoverable strain as function of shear stress for aqueous polyacrylamide solutions. 
Vortices are not observed. 

For a fluid characterized by a single relaxation time, A, for linear or nonlinear 

(11) 

viscoelasticity, S R  is? 
1 
2 

s, = - we = xi .  

For the special case of a Maxwell model, 

because G = q/A. By using Rouse's expression for equilibrium shear compliance 
J ,  of a monodisperse polymer,"' 

2 Mw SR = -- 
5 cRT 

For some polymer melts SR is found independent of the molecular weight dis- 
tribution (MWD).32,33 It is possible that the reported insensitivity of SR to 
MWD occurs only because the values Of  SR were based on the difficult die swell 
measurement. 

TABLE IV 
Values of Shear Rate Calculated from the First Critical Point in Figure 6 Compared to the 

Values of Shear Rate-Visually Observed-at the Onset of Vortices for Aqueous Polyacrylamide 
Solutions 

37" x 10-6 c ,  gh00  ml i. visual onset, sec-1 i.erit, SR. sec-' 

2.53 6 1.5 3.5 
2.53 5 2.5 5 
2.53 4 2.5 9 
4.7 2 4 12 
4.7 28 4 9 

a Plus surfactant. 
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Nevertheless, for a given series of polymer samples with the same MWD in 
the same solvent at temperature T ,  one can use any molecular weight average. 
We will use Ru, and one obtains 

- 
5 

C 2 
-- en* M u  - - S ~ R T  = constant 

Many authors have observed secondary flow for polymer fluids a t  the entrance 
of a capillary, but only a few have provided a correlation involving a dependence 
on molecular weight, concentration, and molecular weight distribution. In Table 
V we calculated these values for our polyacrylamide solutions. The c',~ value 
is taken from the first critical point in the SR-versus-el2 diagram and indicates 
the onset of vortices. 

Southern and Pau130 determined a critical shear stress at  the onset of entrance 
fracture in a capillary as a function of polymer concentration. They tested 
benzene solutions of polystyrene of M J M ,  I 1.2. By using eq. (14) we can 
compare these results with ours (Table V). 

It appears that O ; ~ - ( M / C )  is a constant for a given polymer system; this means 
that the elastic component in the polymer fluids is necessarily responsible for 
this kind of secondary flow. These results also show that the nonlinear visco- 
elastic properties are independent of some kind of secondary flow in the form 
of vortices. 

In summary, we have shown the existence of flow irregularities (vortices) in 
aqueous polyacrylamide solutions at unusually low shear rates considering the 
material functions 77 = f(+), el1 - c 2 2  = f(+). This behavior has no noticeable 
influence on the plot of the material functions. 

By using dimensionless analysis, it is possible to detect the onset of flow ir- 
regularities by plotting SR = f(u12). We further suggest that there are two kinds 
of flow irregularities. One starts at very low shear rates + d 5 sec-' where vortices 
become visible. Another, less visual effect starts a t  higher shear rates + 2 100 
sec-l. The existence of two kinds of flow irregularities is also found in capillary 
fl0w.23~0 

TABLE V 
Comparison from Polystyrene in Benzene and 

Aqueous Polyacrylamide Solutions Based on Eq. (14) 
Vortices Observed in a Cone and Plate 

Polyacrylamide z, X 10-6 zJMn c, gI100 ml oi2. M J c  

2.53 2.5 6 3.9 x 108 
2.53 2.5 5 2.9 X lo8 
2.53 2.5 4 3.2 X lo8 
4.7 2.502 5.5 x 108 
4.7 2.5 2a 5.9 x 108 

Flow Fracture Observed in a Capillary 

Polystyrene Mu x 10-6 zwlmn c ,  g/100 ml oi2 * Bw/c 
2.0 1.2 15 2.0 x 109 
2.0 1.2 17.5 2.2 x 109 
2.0 1.2 20 2.0 x 109 
2.0 1.2 22.5 2.2 x 109 
2.0 1.2 25 1.8 x 109 

a Plus surfactant. 
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Notation 
apparent viscosity, q = f(i.1 
first normal stress difference 
shear stress 
shear rate 
shear rate calculated from the bend point in Figure 6 
viscosity-average molecular weight 
intrinsic viscosity, ml/g 
concentration, g/100 ml 
cone angle 
diameter 
temperature, torque 
radius 
speed, angular velocity 
normal thrust 
density 
kinematic tensors 
M 1  = hlB1, M2 = h2B: + k3B2, etc., h = differential material 

Reynolds number 
Weissenberg number 
recoverable shear strain 

functions 

shear rate at  the onset of vortices visually observed 
relaxation time 
equilibrium shear compliance 
shear stress at  the first bend point in Figure 6 
shear stress at  the second bend point in Figure 6 
molecular weight distribution 
weight-average molecular weight 
number-average molecular weight 

The authors express appreciation to the U S .  Army Research Office for the support of this 
work. 
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